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INDIVIDUALS 
 
In United States v. Hughes, 116 AFTR2d 2015-6370, a Massachusetts Federal District 
Court found that a nonfiler provided sufficient proof of basis of inherited securities where 
IRS failed to give credit for any basis. 
 
In Poppe v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-205, the Tax Court found that a high school 
mathematics teacher who bought and sold short-term virtually every day with about 60 
transactions per month was a “trader” and eligible to make the “mark to market” election 
based on substantial activity seeking to catch the swings in daily market movements. 
 
In Espaillat v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-202, the Tax Court denied an ordinary loss 
where an individual owning a single member LLC, a landscaping business, lent $359,000 
to his brother’s scrap metal business, the Court agreeing with IRS that there was no 
business purpose for the loan and that the lender was not in the business of loaning 
money. 
 
In Wesley v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-200, a pastor was denied a deduction for 
charitable contributions when he admitted in his testimony that he “manufactured” the 
substantiation about three years after the alleged donations. 
 
In Balestra v. United States, 116 AFTR2d 2015-5328, the Federal Circuit Court of 
Appeals agreed with the Court of Claims that social security taxes paid on the full value 
of deferred compensation when earned cannot be recovered if the deferred compensation 
is ultimately not paid. 
 
 
 
ESTATES 
 
In Estate of Redstone v. Commissioner, 145 TC No. 11, the Tax Court disagreed with 
IRS, finding that the decedent’s transfer of a portion of his stock into trust for his children 
was in settlement of a bona fide dispute which resolution included a redemption of the 
remaining shares in issue; the Court found that there was no donative intent but instead 
there were adversarial negotiations for a lengthy period following the commencement of 
a lawsuit. 
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In West v. Koskinen, 116 AFTR2d 2015-________, a Virginia Federal District Court 
agreed with IRS that an estate had to pay more than $335,000 in late filing and late 
payment penalties; while there is conflicting case law as to whether a taxpayer can rely 
on professional advice as to the due date of a return, the Court did not need to reach this 
issue as the attorney was contacted by email in the month following death as to what 
actions would be necessary and he replied that an estate tax return would possibly be 
required but the personal representative made no further contact for ten months. 
 
In Godley v. United States, 116 AFTR2d 2015-6302, a North Carolina Federal District 
Court held that the suspension of the ten-year statute of limitations on collections during 
a deferred payment of estate tax ceases when the estate fails to make a timely payment 
and IRS sends a notice and demand for payment; as a result, an IRS suit to collect estate 
tax filed 11 years after the notice and demand was necessarily brought too late. 
 
 
 
BUSINESS 
 
Public Law 114-________, the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, abolishes the TEFRA 
partnership audit rules effective 2018 tax years and makes them optional for years 
commencing after enactment and creates new rules under which partnerships with 100 or 
fewer partners can opt out; adjustments to covered partnerships will be made at the entity 
level in the year of completion of the audit or judicial review or, alternatively, at the 
individual level through a simplified amended return process. 
 
In Howard Hughes Co. v. Commissioner, 116 AFTR2d 2015-________, the Fifth Circuit 
Court of Appeals agreed with the Tax Court that a developer who divides a large plot into 
villages and does the infrastructure but has commercial builders or other buyers put up 
the residential homes is not engaged in “home construction contracts” and must use the 
percentage of completion method rather than the completed contract method. 
 
In WSK & Sons, Inc. v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-204, the Tax Court disallowed a 
week long rental of a beachfront house for $22,950 as an “advertising expense”, 
determining that the owner’s family stayed in the house in the week leading up to the 
wedding of the owner’s son. 
 
In Kardash v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-197, the Tax Court found that former 
shareholders were liable for corporate tax liability after the business became insolvent to 
the extent that they received dividends in the prior year as the transfers were found to be 
fraudulent as part of a series of transactions leading up to the insolvency. 
 
In Chief Counsel Advice 201543014, IRS stated that the cost of a domain name, whether 
acquired in a larger transaction or stand alone, is generally capitalized and amortized over 
15 years. 
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PROCEDURE 
 
In Reifler v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-199, the Tax Court upheld a failure to file 
penalty where IRS returned what would have been a timely filed return due to the lack of 
signature by the wife on a joint return. 
 
In Poppe v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-205, the Tax Court refused to abate failure to 
file and failure to pay penalties where the taxpayer alleged a mental impairment from 
Asperger’s Syndrome losing at least in part because his witness was a psychologist and 
not a medical doctor. 
 
In Williams v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2015-198, a husband was denied innocent 
spouse relief for income that his wife received as a legal secretary for participating with 
the attorney in concealing client income from IRS; the Court found that he showed 
“willful blindness” to his wife’s tax fraud. 
 
In Notice 2015-72, IRS set forth procedures for handling docketed Tax Court cases under 
which Counsel will initially refer the case to Appeals for settlement consideration with 
exceptions where the Notice of Deficiency was issued by Appeals (except due to 
imminent running of the statute of limitations), where settlement consideration is rejected 
by the taxpayer or where there are other like cases where a consistent position nationwide 
must be maintained. 
 
In SB/SE Memorandum 05-1015-0067, IRS directed that revenue officers no longer levy 
on social security disability payments. 
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